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Abstract. The effective functioning of the testing institution is related to the
systematic, precise and timely tests of weapon specimens and military
equipment. The planning of test activities should ensure a continuous process of
testing. However, the excessive and uneven arrival rate of specimens for test
might adversely affect the planned testing process.
To check the magnitude of the possible impact, the statistical parameters of
the input flow of testing requests were calculated. The magnitude of the input
flow is determined, the central, second and third moments are calculated, the
distribution law of the request rate is determined, the coefficient of variation of
the time interval between requests is determined. However, the calculated
numerical values of the statistical characteristics of the input flow revealed no
significant risks for significantly reducing the efficiency of the testing
institution.
Analysis of the statistics revealed some deviation of the actual test time of
the separate specimens from the planned value. The study of this deviation
revealed the influence of some external and internal factors that accompany the
test process. Such deviations can lead to negative effects: delay in the testing
procedure of subsequent specimens or the testing institution inoperative in the
intervals between tests.
A further solution to the problem of ensuring the effective functioning of the
testing institution is to develop a mechanism that allows take into account the
factors of influence and determine a priori the test time deviation of a specific
specimen from the planned time with some degree of certainty.
Keywords: Testing, Queuing, Weapons and Military Equipment.
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Introduction

Recently the flow of testing requests for weapons and military equipment has
increased significantly. This became a problem because, despite the expansion of the
testing organization structure (creation of new specialized units) and the increase in
staff, significant time deviations from the basic testing plan started to arise. This
turned out to be critical for the organization because it increased the risk of delays in
testing other weapons and military equipment. To prevent disruption of the testing,
we had to take extreme measures and modes of operation. Further increase in the size
of the testing institution was unacceptable because it increased the cost of maintaining
it.
In order to stabilize the planned testing process, it was proposed to study all the
major processes that accompany the main stages of the testing process: test planning,
testing and processing of test results. The purpose of this study was to search for
problems that led to deviations from the basic testing plan and development of
optimal algorithms for test planning and management. Another reason for
investigating the testing processes for weapons and military equipment was the
further development of a conceptual model of an automated test planning and quality
management subsystem.
After analyzing a set of methods for the study of dynamical systems, we choice for
the analytical apparatus of queuing theory, because in its concept it is well suited to
the analysis of the system of mass tests, allowing to obtain decisions at the stage of
analytical modeling and, eventually, can become the basis for simulation modeling
and analysis of testing processes.
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Background and Related Work

The issues addressed in this paper are the first steps for research and modeling of the
testing institution's activities. Nowadays, the queuing theory [1] is a well-known
analytical apparatus for the study of dynamic systems [2] that serve mass demand in
many practical areas, such as: social infrastructure, education, production [3, 4],
telecommunications, computer technology [5], military and defense technologies [6]
and the like.
If the testing institution is represented by a queuing system, then the specimens of
weapons and military equipment to be tested are considered to be the input flow.
Analytical description of the input flow of requests is possible using the methods of
mathematical statistics [7]. To do this, you need to have a data set that has the
property of consistency [8].
It should be taken into account that the requests are of different importance and
urgency, causing ambiguous behavior in the formed queues, which was for example
considered in [9].
In [10] it is stated that recurrent Palma input flows with Poisson-like distributed input
requests would be the most convenient way to describe processes in queuing systems.

The hypothesis about the nature of the input flow of requests for testing weapons and
military equipment was put forward in [11].
Finally, there are many examples of successful application of the theory of queuing
systems in military and defense technologies, including modeling of military systems
[12, 13], analysis of the effectiveness of combat methods [14], comparative
assessment of weapons [15], formation of concepts for building military systems [16],
etc.
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Research Method

3.1

Description of the Object of Study

A special feature of weapon and military equipment testing is the stringent
requirements for the reliability of the tests (the accuracy and reliability of the
assessments obtained from the tests) and the time limits for testing.
The test process begins with the receipt of a request to test a specific prototype or
specimen of weapon or military equipment. The input of requests for testing is
massive and continuous in time.
Preparatory measures are taken after the test request is received:
 firstly, the program and test methods are developed, a test plan is drawn up and a
test team is formed from specialists;
 then laboratory, measuring equipment and a test site are prepared;
 and eventually training of test staff is conducted.
The preparatory stage has tight time constraints and cannot last longer.
Subsequently, direct tests of a prototype or weapon specimens and military
equipment are carried out, which in time is carried out in accordance with a predefined test plan.
The test results obtained are processed and a conclusion is drawn on the
conformity or non-conformity of the test prototype or weapon specimen and military
equipment.
3.2

Modeling

The baseline of the testing process at the institution is represented by the context
diagram in Fig. 1 [11].

Fig. 1. Context diagram of the testing institution queuing system.

The following points are important for modeling processes in a testing institution and
for analyzing problems encountered when planning and performing large amounts of
tests:
 description of the parameters of the input flow of test requests;
 queue formation and order of servicing test requests;
 procedure for the distribution of test requests across the system servicing channels;
 description of the service parameters - testing of a prototype or a weapon specimen
and military equipment.
The idea of modeling using a queue system is to evaluate the effectiveness of the
testing institution through the utilization coefficient [6],
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where  is the intensity of the input flow of test requests and С is the traffic
capacity of the testing institution. When   1 , we obtain the maximal usable
coefficient fully using the workforce and means of the testing institution (test teams,
or channels in the context diagram of Fig. 1). The mode with constant input flow and
constant traffic capacity will be as close as possible to the optimum.
However, there is always a risk associated with the non-stationarity of the input
flow, e.g. when there is an increase in  , herewith   С . In this case, there will be
a "congestion" on the servicing of the system, and if the request queueing time
exceeds a certain limit, there is a risk of failure of the state task. As practice has
shown, the risk was insignificant when the growth in  was short in time, the channel
capacity C has enough reserves to cover the peak values  .
The worst cases were when the growth in  was spread out in time and the
reserves C were too small, then the risk of failure of the state task was great.
Accordingly, the task of determining and analyzing a set of parameters of the input
flow of test requests was set.

3.3

Input Flow of Test Requests

Forming a List of Input Flow Parameters. Input flow parameters were determined
and analyzed with statistics using the totality of the available reporting data over three
years. To estimate the parameters of the input flow, we needed the following
statistical characteristics:
 the intensity of testing requests  [1];
 the mathematical expectation value M   X  , variance D  X  and standard
deviation  [ X ] and the number of test requests received over a period of time t
[7, 8];
 the coefficient v of the interval’s variation between moments of occurrence of an
event (the deviation of time intervals between test requests) [6],
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where int is the standard deviation and int is the mathematical expectation value
for the length of the interval between requests;
 the distribution law for the number of test requests received per unit of time.
Set the Time Interval for Analysis. To obtain reliable data from the analysis of
statistical information, we needed to have a general data set that had the property of
consistency. According to the law of large numbers [9-11], the statistical frequency of
an event observation approaches the probability of an event occurring
P  X   P  X  , if the total number of events n  500 [8]. That is, ideally, the
number of time intervals for analysis (when a certain number of events occur) should
be at least 500. The standard time units of the year are a month, week, day, and in
three years only the number of days exceeds 500. However, when analyzing statistical
material, the number of requests received more than one per day was extremely rare:
as a rule, either one request per day or no request at all was received. Therefore,
choosing a time interval of one day would not be indicative. If the requirement
nt  500 is met, we are only satisfied with a two-day interval, and given the five-day
workweek (established by national labor law), every fifth interval would be broken by
the weekend.
Otherwise, the week unit has the characteristic feature of five working days and
two weekends. In addition, the analysis of the statistics revealed a certain correlation
of the receipt of applications on certain days of the week (which is related to the
procedure of issuance by the top management of the order for conducting the tests).
Therefore, for a time interval for analysis, to a certain extent neglecting the rule
nt  500 , a week was selected, the total number of which in three years was
nt  156 .
Analysis of Results. As a result of processing a set of statistics, the following
parameters of the input flow of test requests were obtained:

 the intensity of testing requests   1,87 ;
 mathematical expectation value for the number of test requests per week
M   X   1, 79 , variance D   X   1,93 and standard deviation  [ X ]  1,39 ;
 the standard deviation of the length of the interval between requests int  4,12 ,
mathematical expectation value int  3,79 , according to (2), the coefficient of
variation of the intervals between the test requests is   1, 08 .
It was important for further modeling to establish the Poisson character of the
distribution law for test requests, which would further substantially simplify the
simulation process itself. We have constructed a statistical function of the distribution
of the requirements for the Poisson law for   1,87
Px  t  

 t 

x
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The function graph is shown in Figure 2.
Wi , Px

Wi ,
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xi
Fig. 2. Input flow parameters: Wi - histogram; Px - statistical distribution function.

As can be seen from Figure 2, the built-in statistical function of the distribution of test
requests by Poisson's law (3) converges well with the empirical histogram, which is
built on a variation series of relative frequencies Wi of the number of test requests per
week xi .
Despite the importance of the input flow numerical data obtained for further
modeling of processes in the testing institution, we did not detect significant
deviations in the number of test requests per week xi from their mathematical
expectation value M   X  . There were also no significant prolonged periods of large
increase in  that could have a big impact on the deviation from the test organization

plan, and the coefficient of interval variation between requests was too small to assert
a significant effect of the input flow irregularity.
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Discussion

The conducted studies of the parameters of the input flow of test requirements did not
reveal any significant risk for deviation from the test plan. But, looking at (1), we paid
attention to the channel capacity of the testing institution, namely its behavior over
time during the tests.
Based on the analysis of the statistical material, we have seen periodic time
deviations of tests of certain samples of weapons and military equipment from the
planned time indicators, which were expressed in the extended or postponed time of
testing. As stated in the reports, the reasons for shifted tests were different, for
example: defects of specimens discovered during the test process, weather conditions,
unpreparedness of a polygon base or laboratory-measuring equipment, etc. It should
be noted that the causes have both an internal character of influence (depending on
the institution) and an external character of influence (independent of the institution).
In addition, different time requirements for the preparatory stage were observed,
which depended on the complexity of the specimen, the development of the
methodological base of tests, the training of specialists and so on.
Therefore, taking into account the reasons for the time lags would allow
adjustments to be made to the plans and to stabilize the institution's activities both
when planning tests of a specific specimen of weapons and military equipment and
planned activity of the institution as a whole at the prospective planning stage.
The problem is that, for the most part, the influx of causes, which can be called the
factors of the shift in test time, is unpredictable at the test planning stage. Therefore,
to further address the problem of stabilization of the planned test process, it is
necessary to investigate and establish a correlation between the reasons that may
affect the test process and the magnitude of the time shift of the test process.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1

Conclusions

The clear and stable operation of the testing institution in the context of an intensive
flow of weapons and military equipment testing requires careful planning,
consideration of all relevant baseline data and analysis of all the processes that
accompany the test activity. Applying queuing theory apparatus can facilitate the
process of finding optimal algorithms and test planning methods to ensure a stable test
process is possible.
Based on the existing statistical material, we have analyzed the parameters of the
input flow of test requests and its possible impact on the occurrence of extreme

situations that threaten the planned test process. Despite some positive aspects of the
study, which are related to the established parameters of the input flow requests and
the distribution law of test requests, there are no high risks that would explain the
extreme modes of the institution.
However, from the analysis of the statistical material, deviations in the time of
testing of certain specimens of weapons and military equipment, which were caused
by various internal and external factors, were revealed.
5.2

Future Work

For further research, it is necessary to formulate an approach that will allow to take
into account numerically the magnitude of the influence of external and internal
factors on the course of testing and to obtain an a priori assessment of the real testing
time of specific weapon specimens and military equipment in specific conditions.
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